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Tudor kings and queens have changed Britain forever, inspired countless historical dramas - and remain the most popular subject in A-level history more than five centuries later. Ideally, a company has enough gains to reinvest in the business and reward shareholders by returning a share as a dividend payment. One way to see how a
company is balancing profits and reinvestment is by looking at its payrate. There is no specific percentage to note to determine whether a payout rate is too high. Ad•Physics News DailyThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. There are probably a lot more uses for quantum computers than
anyone has thought of yet. When we reach that goal, and we're confident that we will, we'll build from there, says Jen Psaki, white house press secretary, during the 2020-21 NBA season, we'll take a deeper dive into three of the league's biggest stories in an attempt to determine whether trends are more based on fact or fiction moving
forward. The Aircraft Lightning Protection - Global Market Trajectory &amp; Analytics report was added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com. Ad•futurismtechstoryThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. State researchers in China have recently developed a quantum computing system that is
supposedly 10 billion times faster than Google's Sycamore machine. IBM has cut its work to this in pleasing investors in 2021.A subgroup of the Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies put the R at 0.8 to 1.0.Sri Lanka 229-4, England still beating: Anderson returned to the testing arena with a flourish before mathews measured 107 not
out stabilized the shipAd•Sri LankaThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the necessary changes. China doesn't just have unicorns. It's got decacorns. The Bills traded with the Chiefs to allow them to take Mahomes in the 2017 draft The 5G and Robotics Market in Industrial Automation: Teleoperation, Cloud Robotics,
and Beyond 5G Technologies report was added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com. The prolific playwright returned with It's a Sin, a new Channel 4 series, but where is it among his production? Chris Harvey dives into his extensive career so far... Ad•Technology of the Future Takes Care of You for your feedback. Let's remove this and
make the necessary changes. As the world's energy networks expand, the complexity of the systems needed to support these networks grows in parallel. The move by an Indian state to prevent General Motors (GM) from closing a plant and leaving the country challenges the state's business-friendly image and sends a troubling message
to potential future investors, the U.S. automaker said on Friday. GM's comments came from maharashtra officials earlier this week rejected the automaker's request to cease operations at its plant in the western Indian state, amid protests from workers who demanded that GM continue production keep them on the payroll indefinitely,
according to local media. GM stopped selling cars in India, the world's second most populous nation, at the end of 2017 after years of low sales. REGULATED INFORMATION - Notification of shares in Cambridge (United Kingdom) January 22, 2021: Global Graphics PLC (Euronext: GLOG) announces notifications of change in the main
equity interests of the Company. TR-1: Standard form for notification of large holdings NOTIFICATION OF LARGE PARTICIPATIONS 1a. Identity of the issuer or underlying issuer of the existing shares to which the voting rights are attached:GLOBAL GRAPHICS PLC1b. Please indicate whether the issuer is a non-British issuer (mark with
an issuer X if appropriate)Non-UK issuer 2. Reason for notification (check the appropriate box or boxes with an X)An acquisition or elimination of voting rightsXAn acquisition or elimination of financial instruments An event altering the breach of voting rights Other (please specify)iii: 3. Details of the person subject to the notification
obligationNameCONGRA SOFTWARE SÀRLCity and registered office country (if applicable)STRASSEN, GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG4. Full name of shareholders (if other than 3.) vName City and registered office country (if applicable) 5. Date the limit was crossed or reached:12 January 20216. Date on which notified issuer
(DD/MM/YYYY):15 January 20217. Total positions of natural person subject to the obligation to notify % of the voting rights attached to the shares (total of 8. A)% of voting rights by means of financial instruments (total of 8.B 1 + 8.B 2)Total of both in % (8.A + 8.B)Total number of voting rights of the issuing situation on the date on which
the limit was crossed or reached by 82.16082.1632.796.741Previous notification position (if applicable)50.09050,09 8. Notified details of the resulting situation on the date the limit was crossed or reachedA: Voting rights attached to sharesClassification/code type DESIIN (if possible)Number of voting rightsix% of voting rightsDirect (Art 9 of
Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect (Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC)
(DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect (Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect (Art 10 of Directive 2TR5.2.1)Direct(Art 9 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.1)Indirect(Art 10 of Directive 2004/109/EC) (DTR5.2.1)GB00BYN5BY0326.946.116082.160 SUBTOTAL 8. A26.946.11682,16 B 1: Financial
Instruments in accordance with Art. 13(1)(a) of Directive 2004/109/EC (DTR5.3.1.1 (a))Type of financial instrumentExercise/Conversionxi PeriodNumber of voting rights that may be acquired if the instrument is acquired if the instrument is subtotal 8 voting rights. B 1 B 2: Financial instruments with similar economic effect in accordance
with Art. 13(1)(b) of Directive 2004/109/EC (DTR5.3.1.1 (b)Type of financial instrumentExpiration of texExercise/ XiPhysical Conversion Period or cash settlement % of subtotal voting rights 8.B.2 9. Information in relation to the person subject to the notification obligation (check the applicable box with a subject to the obligation of
notification is not controlled by any natural or legal person and does not control any other company(s) holding direct or indirectly interest in the (underlying) chain of controlled companies through which voting rights and/or financial instruments are effectively maintained from the final control of the natural or legal entity (please add
additional lines as needed)XNamexv% of the voting rights if it is equal to or is greater than the notifiable threshold % of voting rights through financial instruments if it is equal to or greater than the total notifiable threshold of both if it is equal to or is greater than the notifiable thresholdGUIDO VAN DER SCHUEREN92.11 92.11STICHTING
ADMINISTRATIEKANTOOR GRAPHICUS99.81 99.81CONGRA SOFTWARE SÀRL82.16 82.16 10. In case of proxy voting, please identify:Name of the holder of the proxy The number and % of the voting rights held The date until the voting rights will be retained 11. Additional informationXvi Completion siteLUXEMBOURGDate of
completion14 January 2021 About Global Graphics PLCThrough its operating subsidiaries, Global Graphics PLC (Euronext Brussels: GLOG) is a leading developer of integrated hardware and software solutions for graphics printing and industrial inkjets. Customers include press makers such as HP, Canon, Durst, Roland, Hymmen and
Mark Andy. Global Graphics PLC is headquartered in Cambridge UK. Its subsidiary companies are developers of Global Graphics Software printing software; experts in industrial head driver solutions, Meteor Inkjet; Xitron prepress workflow developers and enterprise software developer HYBRID Software. Contact Jill TaylorGraeme
HuttleyCorporate Communications DirectorChief Financial OfficerTel: +44 (0)1223 926489Tel: +44 (0)1223 926472Email: jill.taylor@globalgraphics.comEmail: graeme.huttley@globalgraphics.com REGULATED INFORMATION Notice of transactions in shares by persons who discharge management responsibility (PDMRs) Cambridge
(UK) 22 January 2021: The Company makes the following announcement and notifications in relation to the EU Market Abuse Regulation. 1From person details unloading managerial responsibilities / closely associated person)NameGuido Van der Schueren2Reason for notification)Position/statusChairmanb)Initial notification/Initial
Notification3Of issuer details, market participant of issuing allowance, auction platform, auctioneer or auction monitor)NameGlobal Graphics PLCb)LEI213800ZFW446QIHAB654Of transaction details(s): section to be repeated for (i) each type of instrument; (ii) each type of transaction; (iii) each date; and (iv) each place where transactions
were carried out)Description of the financial instrument, instrument type Identification code Part GB00BYN5BY03b)Nature of the transactionAcquisition of shares.c)Price(s) and EUR 3.796142Volume 21,074,030d)Aggregate information - Aggregate daggregate d- Aggregate daggregate volume Price 21.074.030 EUROS
80,000,000)Transaction date12 January 2021f)Local transaction marketAu Global Graphics Through its operating subsidiaries, Global Graphics PLC (Euronext Brussels: GLOG) is one of the leading developers of integrated hardware and software solutions for printing industrial graphics and inkjet. Customers include press makers such
as HP, Canon, Durst, Roland, Hymmen and Mark Andy. Global Graphics PLC is headquartered in Cambridge UK. Its subsidiary companies are developers of Global Graphics Software printing software; experts in industrial head driver solutions, Meteor Inkjet; Xitron prepress workflow developers and enterprise software developer
HYBRID Software. Contact Jill TaylorGraeme HuttleyCorporate Communications DirectorChief Financial OfficerTel: +44 (0)1223 926489Tel: +44 (0)1223 926472Email: jill.taylor@globalgraphics.comEmail: graeme.huttley@globalgraphics.comAd•Science InventionsThank for your opinion. Let's remove this and make the necessary
changes. The compass was made in the 4th century .C. The Report Pay TV Forecasts from the Middle East and North Africa was added to the ResearchAndMarkets.com. THE CEMS Market will grow $736.96 million during the 2021-2025 Five-year dating app Once was acquired by Dating Group, one of the world's largest dating
companies, for $18 million in cash and stock. Clémentine Lalande, co-founder and CEO of Once, will continue to lead the company under a two-year deal. Co-founder Jean Meyer retained a stake in the company after he passed away two years ago. Ad•Science Trend NewsThank you for your feedback. Let's remove this and make the
necessary changes. Quantum computers, once fully scaled, could lead to advances on many fronts —medicine, finance, architecture, logistics. The rate of coronavirus infections across the UK is decreasing in all regions, with the important R rate for transmission being below 1 for the first time since December, according to the latest
updates. The growth rate, which estimates how quickly the number of infections is changing day after day, is between minus 4% and 1% less for the UK as a whole. It means that the number of new infections is decreasing between 1% and 4% every day. Mamography Workstation Market Research Report by Modality (Multimodal and
Standalone), by Application (Advance Imaging, Clinical Review, and Diagnostic Screening), by End Use - Global Forecast for 2025 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19New York, January 22, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Reportlinker.com Announces the Release of the Mamography Workstation Market Research Report by Modality, by
Application, by End-use - Global Forecast to 2025 - Cumulative Impact of COVID-19 - Market Statistics:O provides market sizing and forecasting in five major currencies - USD, EUR GBP, JPY and AUD. This helps the organization's leaders make decisions when exchange data are readily available.1. The global mammography
workstation market is expected to grow from $372.85 million in 2020 to $521.38 million by the end of 2025.2. The global mammography workstation market is expected to grow from €326.92 million in 2020 to €457.15 million by the end of 2025.3. The Global Mammography Workstation Market is expected to grow from £290.63 million in
2020 to £406.41 million by the end of 2025.4. The Global Mammography Workstation Market is expected to grow from JPY 39,793.04M in 2020 to JPY 55,644.88M by the end of 2025.5. The Global Mammography Workstation Market is expected to grow from AUD 541.43M in 2020 to AUD 757.11Million by the end of 2025.Market
Segmentation &amp; Coverage: This research report categorizes the Mammography Workstation to predict revenues and analyze trends in each of the following submarkets: Based on the modality, the Mammography Workstation Market studied in multimodal and autonomous. Based on the application, the Mammography Workstation
Market studied in the midst of Image Advancement, Clinical Review and Diagnostic Screening. Based on final use, the Mammography Workstation Market studied at breast care centers, hospitals &amp; imaging diagnostic centers and Researchers &amp; Academy. Asia Pacific is projected to witness the greatest growth during the
forecast periodBased on geography, the Mammography Workstation Market has studied in the Americas, Asia Pacific and Europe, Middle East &amp; Africa. The Region of the Americas has searched throughout Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Mexico and the United States. The Asia Pacific region has searched Australia, China, India,
Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, philippines, South Korea and Thailand. The Region of Europe, Middle East &amp; Africa has searched throughout France, Germany, Italy, Holland, Qatar, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, United Arab Emirates and United Kingdom. The Americas command the largest size in the Mammography
Workstation Market in 2020. On the other hand, Asia-Pacific is expected to grow at cagr faster during the forecast period. Company Usability Profiles:O report deeply explores the recent significant developments of key suppliers and innovation profiles in the Global Mammography Workstation Market, including Agfa Gevaert NV, Aycan
Medical Systems, LLC., Barco NV, Benetec Advanced Medical Systems, BRIT Systems, Inc., Carestream Health, ContextVision, EIZO Corporation, Esaote, Fujifilm Holdings Corporation, GE Healthcare, Hologic, Konica Minolta, Inc., Koninklijke Philips N.V., Medi-Metaltronica SPA , Planmed OY, Sectra AB, Siemens Healthcare and
Three Palm Software. Cumulative impact of COVID-19:COVID-19 is an unmatched global public health that affected almost all industries, so the long-term effects designed to impact industry growth during the forecast period. Our ongoing research amplifies our research framework to ensure that the to substand covid-19 problems and
potential paths forward. The report is providing insights into COVID-19 considering changes in consumer behavior and demand, purchasing patterns, supply chain redirection, dynamics of current market forces, and significant government interventions. The updated study provides insights, analyses, estimates and forecasting, considering
the impact of COVID-19 on the market.360iResearch™ FPNV Positioning Matrix:The 360iResearch™ FPNV Positioning Matrix evaluates and categorizes suppliers in the Mammography Workstation Market based on Business Strategy (Business Growth, Business growth, industry coverage, financial viability and channel support) and
Product Satisfaction (Value for Money, Ease of Use, Product Resources and Customer Support) that assist companies in better decision making and understanding of the competitive landscape.360iResearch™ Competitive Strategic Window:The 360iResearch Survey™ Competitive Strategic Window analyzes the competitive landscape
in terms of markets, applications and geographies. The 360iResearch Competitive Strategic ™ helps the supplier define an alignment or fit between their capabilities and opportunities for future growth prospects. During a forecast period, it defines the ideal or favorable fit for suppliers to adopt successive merger and acquisition strategies,
geography expansion, research &amp; development, and new product introduction strategies to perform more business expansion and growth. The report provides insights into the following pointers:1. Market Penetration: Provides comprehensive market information offered by key players2. Market Development: Provides in-depth
information on profitable emerging markets and analyzes markets3. Market Diversification: Provides detailed information on new product launches, unexplored geographies, recent developments and investments4. Competitive Assessment &amp; Intelligence: Provides a thorough assessment of the market parts, strategies, products and
manufacturing capabilities of key players5. Product Development &amp; Innovation: Provides intelligent insights into future technologies, R&amp;D activities and new product developmentsThe report answers questions such as:1. What is the size of the market and the forecast of the Global Mammography Workstation Market?2. What are
the inhibitory factors and impact of COVID-19 shaping the Global Mammography Workstation Market during the forecast period?3. What are the products/segments/applications/areas to invest in over the forecast period in the Global Mammography Workstation Market?4. What is the competitive strategic window for opportunities in the
Global Mammography Workstation Market?5. What are the regulatory frameworks in the Global Mammography Workstation Market?6. What are the strategic modes and movements considered appropriate to enter the Global Mammography Workstation Market? Read the full report: full: ReportlinkerReportLinker is an award-winning
market research solution. Reportlinker finds and organizes the latest industry data so you get all the market research you need - instantly, in a place.__________________________ CONTACT: Clare: clare@reportlinker.com USA: (339)-368-6001 Intl: +1 339-368-6001Dublin, January 22, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- The Electric
Unmanned Vehicle Market - Growth, Trends, and Forecasts (2020 - 2025) report has been added to ResearchAndMarkets.com's offering. The Electric Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Market (E-UAV) is expected to register a CAGR of more than 12% during the forecast period. For several years, the UAV market was on the rise, facing a lack of
adoption in the commercial sector. Although initially seen as military devices, drones have established a significant presence in the commercial sector over the past five years. Over the years, with several new exemptions from government agencies such as FAA and EASA, demand for UAVs has emerged from various industries such as
infrastructure, agriculture, transportation, entertainment, security and insurance. Advances in UAV flight technologies have allowed manufacturers to produce a wide range of models in different sizes, weights and shapes, which can carry different sensor loads, making them favorable on a broad application basis. However, factors such as
battery power limitations and safety concerns associated with UAVs are expected to restrict U-UAV market growth to some extent. Major market trendsP reported integration of alternative energy systems for UAVsO continued use of such non-renewable energy sources, such as gasoline and jet fuel, makes them scarce and expensive
due to their limited supply. So due to the depletion of fossil fuels, researchers are looking for alternative sources of fuel that help power uavs. Continuous improvement of technology and the involvement of several industry leaders have made fuel cell development for UAV successful. For example, China-based MicroMultiCopter Aero
Technology has developed a military drone, HyDrone 1800, which features state-of-the-art hydrogen technology that allows it to operate in extreme weather conditions efficiently. The drone performs functions such as information gathering, border patrol, air fire support, laser designation, and battle management services. The inclination to
deploy UAVs also contributed to the growth of solar-powered UAVs. Several defense contractors around the world have developed or are on the verge of developing capabilities needed to deliver solar-powered UAVs that can increase the existing intelligence skills of military organizations. In addition, defense departments in several
countries are having in the advancement of solar-powered UAVs. For example, in May 2016, the MoD of France awarded $18.95 million to Thales Alenia Space (a subsidiary of Thales) for the remotely controlled HALE stratospheric aircraft powered by solar energy. Similarly, in February 2016, the United Kingdom signed a $15.21 million
contract with Airbus Defense and Space, an Airbus business segment, for the acquisition of two solar-powered HAPS UAVs, namely Zephyr 8. These contracts are expected to drive the development of alternative power systems for UAVs that can provide state-of-the-art battlefield intelligence capabilities to the military. North America to
dominate the market During the forecast periodThe vast expanse of national geographic borders of countries such as the U.S. requires the deployment of UAVs to ensure continued coverage in regions that are unreachable by patrol forces. The need resulted in a subsequent increase in demand for increased Resistance E-UAVs and
lower operating costs to meet the operational requirements of U.S. border patrol forces. In addition, the significant deployment of tactical UAVs in military and defense applications has resulted in increased acquisition of small UAVs. Since small UAS are powered by some kind of electric power system, the increased acquisition rate would
boost the U-UAV market in the region. The U.S. military and its partners are expanding their scope of drone operations to include logistical missions such as refueling for forces in enemy territories or remote locations. Unique design features are empowering alternative uses for UAVs. The U.S. Department of Defense (DoD) and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) are investing heavily in Advanced Engines R&amp;D and associative components for military UAVs, which will replace existing propulsion systems. The growing demand for UAVs has resulted in the emergence of several business opportunities in the region and numerous contracts
are being delivered to meet the broad clientele. Competitive landscape Sales of technology-based platforms such as UAVs are primarily influenced by prevailing economic situations in dominant markets such as the U.S. and Europe. Thus, in times of economic crisis, purchases may be subjected to postponement or cancellation and a
relatively slower rate of adoption, which, in turn, can negatively affect market dynamics. Product innovation is a major focus in the E-UAV market and associative component suppliers are continually investing in R&amp;D activities to improve their product offering. For example, in January 2018, Ballard Power Systems announced its plans
to conduct test flights with Boeing subsidiary Insitu of the latest 1.3kW hydrogen fuel cell. The company plans to integrate it into the ScanEagle UAV. In addition to a long service life, the new fuel cell has a without a significant increase in its size or weight profile. Market players intend to devote significant resources and efforts to capitalize
on the technological proficiency of UAVs and increase their penetration into the rapidly evolving commercial do mercado E-UAV. Espera-se que a diversificação dos mercados geográficos, em conjunto com as ofertas de produtos, seja um critério fundamental para garantir a rentabilidade e a sobrevivência no longo prazo. Reasons to
Purchase this report: The market estimate (ME) sheet in Excel format3 months of analyst support Key Topics Covered: 1 INTRODUCTION1.1 Study Assumptions1.2 Scope of the Study 2 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4 MARKET DYNAMICS4.1 Market Overview4.2 Market Drivers4.3 Market Restraints4.4
Porter's Five Forces Analysis4.4.1 Bargaining Power of Buyers/Consumers4.4.2 Bargaining Power of Suppliers4.4.3 Threat of New Entrants4.4.4 Threat of Substitute Products4.4.5 Intensity of Competitive Rivalry 5 MARKET SEGMENTATION5.1 Technology5.1.1 Battery5.1.2 Solar5.1.3 Fuel-Cell5.2 Geography5.2.1 North America5.2.1.1
United States5.2.1.2 Canada5.2.2 Europe5.2.2.1 United Kingdom5.2.2.2 France5.2.2.3 Germany5.2.2.4 Rest of Europe5.2.3 Asia-Pacific5.2.3.1 China5.2.3.2 India5.2.3.3 Japan5.2.3.4 South Korea5.2.3.5 Rest of Asia-Pacific5.2.4 Rest of World 6 COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE6.1 Vendor Market Share6.2 Company Profiles6.2.1
Aeronautics Ltd.6.2.2 Airbus SE6.2.3 AeroVironment Inc.6.2.4 AgEagle Aerial Systems, Inc.6.2.5 SZ DJI Technology Co. , Ltd. 6.2.6 Bye Aerospace6.2.7 Draganfly Inc.6.2.8 Elbit Systems Ltd.6.2.9 FLIR Systems, Inc.6.2.10 Impossible Aerospace Corp. 6.2.11 Intel Corporation6.2.12 Lockheed Martin Corporation6.2.13 MicroMultiCopter
Aero Technology Co., Ltd 6.2.14 Papagaio Drones SAS6.2.15 Raytheon Technologies Corporation6.2.16 Sunlight Aerospace6.2.17 Thales Group6.2.18 Xiaomi Corporação 7 OPORTUNIDADES DE MERCADO E TENDÊNCIAS FUTURAS Para mais informações sobre este relatório visite CONTATO: RESEARCHANDMARKETS.COM
Laura Wood, gerente sênior de imprensa press@researchandmarkets.com para e.S.T Office Hours Ligue 1-917-300-0470 Para u.S./CAN Ligação gratuita 1-800-526-8630 Para gmt horário de atendimento Ligue +353-1-416-8900 +353-1-416-8900
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